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Abstract: Phase-lag computations are considered for a family of two-step methods for solving second order periodic 
initial value problems of the form y” = f( t, y). y( to) = yO, y’( tO) = z,,. The analysis is carried out with respect to the 
familiar model equation y”= - A*y. where h is real. 
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1. Introduction 
The family of two-step multiderivative methods developed by Twizell and Khaliq [l] for the 
numerical solution of the initial value problem 
v”( t> =f( t, v), Ato) ‘YOV u’(k)> = 20 (I) 
was based on the formula 
~(t-f)-{exp(fD)+exp(-ID)}y(t)+y(t+f)=O (2) 
where D = d/dt and I is the time step. 
In [l], the exponential terms were replaced by their (m, k) Pad6 approximants so that (2) 
became 
A(ID)y(t-I)-B(/D)y(t)+A(ID)y(t+I)=O, 
where 
A (ID) = 1 + t ar12’D2’ and B(ID) = 2 + i b,.12”‘D2”‘. 
r=l W=l 
In(4)s=[:(m+k)]andthea,(r=l,...,m)and b,(w=l,...,S)arerealconstants. 
It is easy to show that the local truncation error L[y(t); I] of (3) has the form 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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and denoting the (even) order 2[+( m + k)] of (3) by p (with p 2 1 for consistency) implies 
4 
2rgos=bq, q=l,2 ,.... p. (6) 
The local truncation error then takes the form 
L[L’(t); ,] = c~+21P+ZDP+2L’(t)+O([P+4), 
where Cpt2 is the error constant. 
(7) 
2. Periodicity 
The usual choice of model periodic initial value problem is the test equation 
J 
.” = -X2& A > 0 real (8) 
with initial conditions as for (1). It was shown in [l] that the periodicity polynomial associated 
with (3) is 
a(~, H’) = A(iH)s’- B(iH)s + A(iH) (9) 
where H = Al and i = + \/-r. The interval of periodicity of (3) is then determined by computing 
the range of values of H for which S, and s2, the zeros of the periodicity equation 
s2(s, HZ) = 0, (10) 
satisfy 
sr = e i&H) and s2 = eeie(“) 
where e(H) is real and is an approximation for H. 
01) 
3. Phase-lag 
The phase-lag of (3) is the leading term in the expansion of 
I P(H) -WW~ (12) 
see Brusa and Nigro [2]. The phase-lag is denoted by Q(H) and is calculated by noting that, 
from (11) 
tanB(H)= [4{A(H)}2-{(B(~)}2]“2/B(~), 
and then using the expansion 
tan-*x = x - f-x’ + fx’ - 8~’ + . . . 
to find 8(H) which is used in (12) to determine Q(H). 
It is easy to deduce from (9), (10) and (11) that 
A(iH) eio(H) _ B(iH) +A(iH) emietH)= 0 
(13) 
WI 
(15) 
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and thus, from (5). that 
Writing, now, 8(H) = H in (15) and using Section 1 it follows that 
(16) 
:, (*i. f$$ - b,)i2q-2H2q-2 = Cp+*iPHP + 0( HP+*). 07) 
Subtracting (17) from (16) gives, after some manipulation, 
(B/H- l)[l + O(H2)] = -Cp+2iPHP(0/H+ 1)-i + O(HP+*) (18) 
and so 
@%H)-H]/H= -cp+* iPHP[6(H)/H+ 11-l + O(HP+*). 
Hence, by writing fl( H) = H on the right hand side of (19) it follows that, 
(19) 
@w)=~ICp+21~P. (20) 
The phase-lag of a two-step numerical method of the form (3) can, therefore, be written down 
immediately from its local truncation error; these local truncation errors are given in [l, p. 1211. 
This same observation applies also to such methods used in PECE mode. It also applies to some 
linear two-step methods; indeed three of the family of multiderivative methods developed in [l], 
those based on the (l,l), (0,2) and (1,2) PadC approximants, can also be classed as linear two-step 
methods. 
It was observed in [l] and noted by Lambert [3] that the local truncation errors of multideriva- 
tive methods are smaller in magnitude than those of linear multistep methods of the same order. 
It follows from (20) therefore, that multiderivative methods have smaller phase-lags than linear 
two-step methods of the same order. The sixth order method based on the use of the (3,3) PadC 
approximant in (2), for example, has phase-lag Q(H) = H6/100800 which is very much smaller 
than the recent method of Chawla and Rao [4], which those authors named M,(1/200), for 
which Q(H) = H6/12096. 
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